Induction of heme oxygenase-1 shifts the balance from proinjury to prosurvival in the placentas of pregnant rats with reduced uterine perfusion pressure
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George EM, Arany I. Induction of heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) has been shown to have beneficial effects in a number of experimental forms of hypertension (5–6, 13, 39, 54). One way that HO-1 is hypothesized to attenuate hypertension is through its well-established ability to regulate oxidative stress (40, 47). The most prominent way that it does this is through the production of bilirubin, a potent antioxidant, during the degradation of heme (18, 46). Under ischemic conditions, HO-1 can exert cytoprotective and anti-inflammatory functions (49). We have recently demonstrated that induction of HO-1 by cobalt protoporphyrin (CoPP) significantly attenuated oxidative stress and hypertension in pregnant rats with RUPP (15). However, mediators of HO-1-dependent protection in the ischemic placenta are unknown. It is well established that oxidative stress or inflammation can modify phosphorylation of proteins that regulate survival or injury (33, 48). Those pathways that are affected by oxidative stress or inflammation include the MAPKs, such as ERK and JNK, STAT1 and STAT3, and members of the shc adaptor protein family, such as p52shc. Generally, activation (phosphorylation) of ERK (12), STAT3 (22), or p52shc (30) is considered to be prosurvival, while activation of JNK (12) or STAT1 (53) supports cell death under ischemic conditions.

Heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) has been shown to have beneficial effects in a number of experimental forms of hypertension (5–6, 13, 39, 54). One way that HO-1 is hypothesized to attenuate hypertension is through its well-established ability to regulate oxidative stress (40, 47). The most prominent way that it does this is through the production of bilirubin, a potent antioxidant, during the degradation of heme (18, 46). Under ischemic conditions, HO-1 can exert cytoprotective and anti-inflammatory functions (49). We have recently demonstrated that induction of HO-1 by cobalt protoporphyrin (CoPP) significantly attenuated oxidative stress and hypertension in pregnant rats with RUPP (15). However, mediators of HO-1-dependent protection in the ischemic placenta are unknown. It is well established that oxidative stress or inflammation can modify phosphorylation of proteins that regulate survival or injury (33, 48). Those pathways that are affected by oxidative stress or inflammation include the MAPKs, such as ERK and JNK, STAT1 and STAT3, and members of the shc adaptor protein family, such as p52shc. Generally, activation (phosphorylation) of ERK (12), STAT3 (22), or p52shc (30) is considered to be prosurvival, while activation of JNK (12) or STAT1 (53) supports cell death under ischemic conditions.

Preeclampsia is a serious and common complication in pregnancy, characterized by hypertension, proteinuria, and maternal endothelial dysfunction (37). Although the underlying mechanisms that initiate preeclampsia are not well understood, one common finding is an inadequate remodeling of the maternal vasculature. Remodeling of the maternal vasculature is essential for adequate delivery of blood to the uteroplacental unit, as failure to remodel causes chronic placental ischemia (23, 26). In response to this ischemia, the oxidative stress in the placenta is significantly increased, as indicated by the increased production of lipid hydroperoxides and free isoprostane (44, 45). One experimental model that has proved useful for the study of preeclampsia is the reduced uterine perfusion pressure (RUPP) model, in which mechanical constriction of the blood vessels feeding the uteroplacental unit leads to chronic placental ischemia/hypoxia and mimics many of the pathological features of the human disorder (19, 43). Studies in the RUPP model have indicated an elevation in placental oxidative stress in pregnant rats (40). Increased oxidative stress is hypothesized to be an important mediator of placental inflammation and apoptosis during preeclampsia (7). Importantly, reduction of oxidative stress with the SOD mimetic tempol or the NADPH oxidase inhibitor apocynin led to a significant decrease in the maternal hypertension, demonstrating the importance of oxidative stress in the development of hypertension in response to placental ischemia (40). The end result is dysfunction of the maternal vascular endothelium (19), an underlying manifestation of preeclampsia.
phorylation status of survival- or injury-promoting signaling proteins in pregnant rats and determine whether HO-1 induction could ameliorate the activation of detrimental signaling cascades activated by placental ischemia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Timed pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were received on day 10 or 11 of gestation. All protocols were approved by the University of Mississippi Medical Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and followed the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Rats were maintained on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle, at 23°C constant temperature and were provided food and water ad libitum.

RUPP procedure and CoPP treatment. On gestational day 14, all animals were anesthetized, and pregnancy was confirmed by manipulation of the abdomen. RUPP-treated animals were subjected to aortic and bilateral ovarian artery constriction, as previously described (2). Briefly, animals were anesthetized by controlled 3% isoflurane (Webster, Devens, MA), and a midline abdominal incision was made. After externalization of both uterine horns, one single 0.203-mm silver surgical clip was placed on the lower abdominal aorta above the iliac bifurcation. One 0.100-mm silver surgical clip was placed on both the left and right ovarian arteries that supply the uterus to prevent compensatory flow. Rats absorbing all pups as a result of the procedure were excluded from the study. For HO-1 induction, CoPP (Frontier Scientific, Logan, UT) was injected intraperitoneally at a dose of 5 mg/kg on day 14 of gestation, at doses comparable to those described previously (24, 38). Sham procedures were not performed in the current study. Although some investigators have reported effects of sham manipulation of the abdominal aorta (20, 32), the noted effects seem to be minor and limited to metabolic measurements of the offspring. However, sham operations in studies originating from our group have demonstrated no significant effects on blood pressure or vascular reactivity in pregnant rats (1, 9), and virgin rats undergoing the RUPP procedure show no phenotypic effects on blood pressure (2).

Placenta lysates, Western blot analysis. On gestational day 19, the uterus was externalized and incised, and placentas were removed mechanically and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. A random placenta from each animal was homogenized in a RIPA buffer, as described elsewhere (3). Protein content was determined by using a Bio-Rad Protein Determination assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). One-hundred micrograms of tissue lysate were separated by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Invitrogen, Grand Isle, NY). The filters were hybridized with the appropriate primary antibodies followed by an HRP-conjugated secondary antibody. First Anti-pERK (1:1,000), -ERK (1:1,000), -JNK (1:1,000), -pTyrSTAT3 (1:1,000), -STAT3 (1:2,000), -pTyrSTAT1 (1:1,000), and -STAT1 (1:1,000) antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA). Anti-pJNK (1:500) antibody was purchased from

Fig. 1. Reduced uterine perfusion pressure (RUPP) and cobalt protoporphyrin (CoPP) treatment affect placental phosphorylation of MAPKs in rats. Pregnant rats were subjected to RUPP then treated with CoPP or vehicle, as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. A group of normal pregnant (NP) rats were also treated with either CoPP or vehicle. On gestational day 19, placentas were excised and processed to obtain protein lysates. All groups included three placentas from different animals. A: phosphorylation of ERK was determined by Western blot analysis and compared with the unphosphorylated ERK. NP, normal pregnant; RUPP, reduced uterine perfusion pressure; CoPP, cobalt protoporphyrin. B: densitometry of data in A. Ratio of pERK2/ERK2 was calculated. aP < 0.05 compared with RUPP. C: phosphorylation of JNK was determined by Western blot analysis and compared with the unphosphorylated JNK. NP, normal pregnant; RUPP, reduced uterine perfusion pressure; CoPP, cobalt protoporphyrin. D: densitometry of data in C. Ratio of pJNK/JNK was calculated. aP < 0.05 compared with NP. bP < 0.05 compared with RUPP.
Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA), anti-shc (1:1,000) from BD Transduction Laboratories (San Jose, CA), anti-Tyr-shc (1:1,000) from Enzo Life Sciences (Farmingdale, NY). Secondary antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology and used in 1:5,000 dilutions. First, the appropriate anti-phospho antibody was used and after stripping, the unphosphorylated antibody was applied in each separate case; i.e., separate blots were obtained for pER/ER, pJnk/JNK, pSTAT3/STAT3, pSTAT1/STAT1, and pTyr-shc/shc. The bands were visualized by an ECL method (Amersham) and quantified by densitometry (UnScan-It; Silk Scientific, Orem, UT). Blots were stripped in Restore Plus Western blot stripping buffer (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL), as suggested by the manufacturer. Briefly, after washing, the blots in Tris-buffered saline supplemented with 0.05% Tween-20 (TBS-T) for 2 × 15 min at room temperature, they were transferred into Restore Plus buffer and incubated for 30 min at 37°C followed by 2 × 15 min washing in TBS-T at room temperature. After this, blots were hybridized, as described previously.

Intracellular ATP content. ATP content was determined from tricholoroacetic acid-extracted tissue lysates using the ENLITEN luminescent ATP assay kit (Promega, Madison, WI), as suggested by the manufacturer. ATP content was calculated as relative luminescent unit (RLU)/mg protein. Values were compared as a percentage of the normal pregnant values.

Caspase-3 activation. Caspase-3 activity was determined from tissue lysates using the Caspase Glo 3/7 assay system (Promega, Madison, WI), as described elsewhere (8). Caspase-3 activity was calculated as RLU per milligram protein. Values were compared as a percentage of the normal pregnant values.

Statistics. Continuous variables were expressed as mean ± SD. One-way ANOVA was used to evaluate the differences between groups. Means of treatment groups were pairwise compared with controls by using ANOVA with a Holm-Sidak post hoc test. A P value of ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed using a SigmaStat 3.5 software package. Differences between means were considered significant if P < 0.05.

RESULTS

Effect of RUPP and CoPP treatment on placental phosphorylation of various ERK1, ERK2, and JNK. Phosphorylation of ERK and JNK was determined in placenta lysates by Western blot analysis. As Fig. 1A demonstrates that ERK2, but not ERK1 phosphorylation, was detectable in placentas. Although there were no significant differences between normal pregnant (NP) and RUPP placentas, CoPP treatment significantly increased ERK2 phosphorylation in the placentas of rats with RUPP (Fig. 1, A and B). On the other hand, phosphorylation of the stress kinase JNK was significantly higher in the RUPP placentas compared with NP placentas (Fig. 1, C and D), which was significantly decreased upon treatment with CoPP.

Effect of RUPP and CoPP treatment on placental tyrosine phosphorylation of STATs in rats. We determined tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT3 and STAT1 in various placenta samples. As seen in Fig. 2, A and B, RUPP significantly increased tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT3, which was further enhanced after treatment with CoPP. Although CoPP increased STAT3 tyrosine phosphorylation in NP placentas, changes are not statistically significant. Similar to

Fig. 2. RUPP and CoPP treatment changes placental phosphorylation of STATs in rats. Pregnant rats were subjected to RUPP and then treated with CoPP or vehicle as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. A group of NP rats were also treated with either CoPP or vehicle. On gestational day 19, placentas were excised and processed to obtain protein lysates. All groups included three placentas from different animals. A: tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT3 was determined by Western blot analysis and compared with the unphosphorylated STAT3. B: densitometry of data in A. Ratio of pTyrSTAT3/STAT3 was calculated. *P < 0.05 compared with NP. †P < 0.05 compared with RUPP. C: tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT1 was determined by Western blot analysis and compared with the unphosphorylated STAT1. D: densitometry of data in C. Ratio of pTyrSTAT1/STAT1 was calculated. *P < 0.05 compared with NP; †P < 0.05 compared with RUPP.
STAT3, tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT1 was significantly enhanced in RUPP placentas (Fig. 2, C and D). However, as opposed to STAT3, CoPP significantly attenuated tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT1 (Fig. 2, C and D).

**Effect of RUPP and CoPP treatment on placental tyrosine phosphorylation of shcA isoforms.** Out of the three shcA isoform, p52shc tyrosine phosphorylation was significantly elevated in RUPP placentas (Fig. 3, A and B). Neither p47shc nor p66shc was significantly affected (data not shown). Interestingly, CoPP administration had no significant effect on any of the shcA isoforms.

**Effect of RUPP and CoPP treatment on placental ATP content and caspase-3 activation.** To evaluate whether RUPP caused any injury in placentas, ATP content as well as caspase-3 activation were determined in placenta lysates. As seen in Fig. 4, RUPP significantly decreased ATP content and also activated caspase-3. Importantly, while CoPP treatment had no effect in NP animals, in RUPP-treated animals, it restored intracellular ATP to normal levels and attenuated caspase-3 activation (Fig. 4).

**DISCUSSION**

Placental ischemia is a central factor in the development of preeclampsia, activating numerous pathways leading to maternal hypertension (17). One of the best characterized is increased placental oxidative stress. Placentas from preeclamptic women demonstrate markedly increased production of oxidative stress indicators (44–45). It has also been shown that oxidative stress is an important mediator of placental ischemia-induced hypertension in pregnant rats (40), and oxidative stress may be responsible for inflammation, injury, and endothelial dysfunction in the maternal placenta. Despite these observations, the signaling pathways that mediate these effects in the placenta are poorly characterized. Recently, we have reported that administration of a pharmacological inducer of HO-1, CoPP, was capable of attenuating the hypertension associated with placental ischemia in the rat. Furthermore, the HO-1 induction attenuated the increased placental oxidative stress associated with the RUPP model, possibly through increased expression of HO-1 in the ischemic placenta (14). Intriguingly, we have recently demonstrated that in response to chronic

![Fig. 3. RUPP and CoPP treatment changes placental phosphorylation of shc proteins in rats.](image-url)

A: tyrosine phosphorylation of shc proteins was determined by Western blot analysis and compared with the unphosphorylated shc. B: densitometry of data in A. Ratio of pTyrp52shc/p52shc was calculated. *P < 0.05 compared with NP.

![Fig. 4. RUPP and CoPP treatment alters placental viability in rats.](image-url)

A: cellular ATP content was determined as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS and equalized for the same amount of protein. Data are expressed as a percentage of values determined in NP placentas. *P < 0.05 compared with NP. b P < 0.05 compared with RUPP. B: activation of caspase-3 was determined in placental lysates, as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS and equalized for the same amount of protein. Data are expressed as a percentage of values determined in NP placentas. *P < 0.05 compared with NP. b P < 0.05 compared with RUPP.
hypoxic exposure, the placental vasculature exhibits a decrease in HO-1 expression in vitro, which correlates with an increase in oxidative stress in this tissue (16). Here, we have attempted to elucidate the biochemical pathways associated with oxidative stress in the ischemic placenta and to determine whether decreased oxidative stress, brought about by HO-1 induction, would reverse the changes seen in these pathways.

MAPKs transduce signals from the cell surface to the nucleus in response to cytokines, growth factors, stress, and other factors (34). ERK and the stress kinase JNK exert opposite effects on cells in response to oxidative stress, while ERK mostly supports survival, JNK is mostly associated with cell injury (52). Unopposed activation of JNK leads to cell death, while concomitant activation of ERK and JNK supports cell survival during renal ischemia (11) or oxidative stress in cultured renal proximal tubule cells (4). Our present study demonstrates that JNK, but not ERK, was activated (phosphorylated) by RUPP treatment (Fig. 1), suggesting a phenotype that is associated with injury. This supports observations by Lin et al. (28), who reported that CoPP inhibited LPS-induced activation of JNK in RAW264.7 cells. Interestingly, CoPP treatment increased ERK phosphorylation and also attenuated phosphorylation of JNK in RUPP samples (Fig. 1). Thus, this scenario is consistent with an increased CoPP-mediated cell survival signaling. It should be noted that limited examination of these proteins in human samples have not been equivocal, most likely because of differences in the selection of tissue from a limited area of the placenta (42).

STATs are transcription factors that are tyrosine phosphorylated in response to cytokines, hormones, or growth factors, and thus, they activate transcription of various genes that are involved in inflammation, immune responses, and cell growth (31). Activated STAT3 protects against ischemia in the heart (22), while the activated STAT1 supports injury (50). The role of STATs in placental ischemia or preeclampsia is unknown. Fig. 2, A and B shows that RUPP treatment increased tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT3, which was further enhanced after treatment with CoPP. STAT1 phosphorylation was also enhanced by RUPP (Fig. 2, C and D), but CoPP treatment, in contrast to STAT3, decreased it. Considering that the activated STAT3 is prosurvival, while activated STAT1 supports injury, CoPP treatment may establish a condition that is favorable for survival. Similar results were observed in liver ischemia by others: CoPP-mediated activation of HO-1 showed cytoprotective and anti-inflammatory function through, among others, inhibiting STAT1 phosphorylation (49). It is plausible that the increased tyrosine phosphorylation in STAT3 may also activate an anti-inflammatory cascade (27) in the placenta.

The shcA gene encodes three different proteins through differential usage of transcription/translation initiation sites and splicing (29). It has been demonstrated that the tyrosine phosphorylated p52 shcA isoform couples the activated EGFR to ras/ERK activation during growth factor stimulation (36) or oxidative stress (35). This signaling pathway is associated with survival during oxidative stress. Tyrosine phosphorylation of the p52shc isoform is highly increased in placenta from rats with RUPP compared with placentas from NP rats (Fig. 3, A and B). CoPP treatment did not change tyrosine phosphorylation of p52shc, either in NP or RUPP rats, remaining elevated in both RUPP and RUPP rats treated with CoPP. This may suggest that events that regulate p52shc phosphorylation are upstream from CoPP-dependent pathways. Further studies are needed to explain this phenomenon.

Oxidative stress is involved in RUPP-mediated hypertension and maternal endothelial dysfunction (19). Activation of HO-1 via CoPP decreases RUPP-induced placental oxidative stress and hypertension in experimental rats (14). Thus, it is possible that the observed changes in phosphorylation of the investigated proteins may be associated with HO-1-dependent decrease in oxidative stress. Various cell types respond to oxidative stress in a dose-dependent manner: a low level of oxidative stress activates protective signaling, while a high level of oxidative stress induces injury (10, 25). Earlier, we showed that a low level of oxidative stress activates both ERK and JNK in renal tubule cells and cells survive, while a high level of oxidative stress inhibits ERK but not JNK activation, and consequently, cells die (4). Hence, we speculate that excess ROS production due to RUPP activates proinjury pathways with a concomitant activation of prosurvival signaling in placenta with RUPP, resulting in an environment that is suitable for injury (Fig. 5). In contrast, attenuated oxidative stress (RUPP + CoPP treatment) supports activation of prosurvival signaling with a concomitant inhibition of proinjury signaling (Fig. 5). Indeed, CoPP restored RUPP-mediated depletion of intracellular ATP and also decreased caspase-3.

![Fig. 5. Summary of the effects of RUPP treatment and HO-1 induction on the cell survival signaling pathways in the placenta. In response to RUPP treatment, signaling mediators of cell injury (i.e., STAT1 and JNK) are activated in the placenta, indicating a proinjury state. Induction of HO-1, however, attenuates the activation of these pathways, and increases the activation of prosurvival signaling, such as ERK and STAT3. In consequence, the induction of caspase-3 and depletion of ATP seen in the RUPP placenta are significantly reduced, shifting the balance of cell signaling from a proinjury state to a prosurvival state.](http://ajpregu.physiology.org/doi/abs/10.1152/ajpregu.00617.2011)
activation in placentas (Fig. 4). This has a potentially important role for the management of preeclampsia, as syncytiotrophoblast microvillus membrane microparticles arising from syncytiotrophoblast cell death are found in the maternal circulation during preeclampsia and are thought to be responsible, in part, for the activation of the maternal innate immune response (41). Mounting evidence supports this activation of the maternal immune response as a key player in the symptomatic phase of preeclampsia (21, 51). The connection between those signaling events and ATP depletion/caspase-3 activation, however, needs further investigation.

Perspectives and Significance

Here, we have elucidated the biochemical mechanisms that lead from ischemia to cellular dysfunction and death in a model of chronic placental ischemia. We further demonstrate that administration of an HO-1 inducer in rats undergoing placental ischemia significantly attenuates the activation of cell death pathways and promotes cell survival in the ischemic placenta. These data support past studies showing beneficial effects of HO-1 induction on chronic placental ischemia in the rat and clarifies the mechanisms underpinning HO-1’s positive effects in this model. Together, these results further support the HO-1 pathway as a possible therapeutic target for the management of preeclampsia.
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